
Sage  X3 Geode
Warehouse management for growing, 
global enterprises

Sage X3 Geode enables midsize and growing distribu-
tion companies to meet the competitive challenges 
they face in an increasingly complex, global market-
place. Sage X3 Geode is a versatile Warehouse Manage-
ment System (WMS) designed for mid-sized manufac-
turers,  distributors, and 3rd party Logistics, and is an 
ideal solution for companies that require more sophisti-
cated warehousing functionality. Sage X3 Geode helps 
companies move from basic inventory control or radio 
frequency-based stock locator systems to a truly  
configurable, rules-based WMS.

A faster, simpler, more flexible warehouse 
management solution
Sage X3 Geode runs every aspect of your distribution 
business faster, more simply, and far more flexibly 
than ever before. Leveraging a history of over 30 years 
in delivering business applications for the wholesale 
distributors, this new solution from Sage offers you 
a completely new, extremely powerful enterprise 
application built from the ground up to address the 
complexity and risks faced by today’s mid-tier to larger 
distribution enterprises.

Distribution and logistical answers
Sage X3 Geode  delivers a data-driven, unified 
experience built on the proven Sage X3 platform. 
This solution offers comprehensive capabilities for 
complete supply chain management, including:  item 
and container management, stock management and 
transfers, automatic/manual order launching, multi-
picking processes, multi-site dispatch management, 
and receiving. 

Global scalability
Sage X3 Geode is easily scalable, so you’ll never run 
out of capacity again, and it quickly adapts to your 
changing needs, driving efficiency and helping you 
manage costs and throughout every step in the supply 
chain.  It’s also optimized for multi-site, multi-country, 

multi-entity warehousing – with all your organization’s 
financial data, reporting, purchasing, compliance, and 
processes rolling up into one system.

Key benefits for your distribution enterprise: 

Get more done, faster
Increase user productivity and accelerate 
adoption with an intuitive web interface – easily 
personalized to work the way your users work –  
driving efficiency to save time, and lower overhead 
and operational costs.  

Optimize warehouse space
Powerful optimization algorithms create a three-
dimensional model of the warehouse space and 
the movements within the main aisles. 

Drive efficiency in your operations
Organize and streamline employees’ activities 
within the warehouse, by measuring and 
distributing the workloads and assigning 
responsibilities to users. Advanced functions 
enable you to anticipate fluctuations in levels 
in productivity and other activities and keep 
management well informed.

Meet global challenges
Expand your company’s reach with multi-country, 
multi-entity, multi-language, multi-warehouse, 
and multi-site capabilities in a scalable, quick-to-
implement WMS solution.

Improve service levels
Precisely and carefully trace every operation 
carried out in the warehouse, reducing the 
number of picking and packing errors and 
speeding your order processing, and ultimately, 
improving the quality of your customer service.
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Key Features

Receiving

• Delivery bay and carrier meeting schedule
• On-the-fly reception
• Cross docking
• Sampling and quality control upon receipt

Location addressing

• Multiple products, multiple batches, and multiple
consignors

• Local picking
• Container equivalence
• Dynamic location management

Picking and packing

• Optimized container packing
• Operator movement optimization
• Advanced packing assistance functions
• Multi-mode preparation management
• Wave simulations and shipment planning

Shipping

• Stock on dock management
• Multi-site delivery
• Round management and pre-invoicing
• Printing carrier documents
• Customer-specific labeling

Stock handling

• Cycle count
• Container management
• Assembly order management
• Automated replenishment management
• Quality control
• Slotting optimization
• EAN code support

Workflow and automated alerts

• Embedded workflow automation and alerts
• Role-based workspace and dashboards
• Automated project and role-based access controls

Technology and integration

• Operates as a stand-alone WMS or as a fully
integrated component of Sage X3

• Integrates seamlessly with automated conveyor
systems

Project management

• Project cash flow
• Subcontractor management
• Project costing
• Contract management

Questions?
Sage X3 Sage  X3 Geode is available with Sage X3 version 11. For questions or additional 
details, please contact Net@Work via email sage@netatwork.com or phone 800.719.3307.
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